Stop the dragon, Lord!
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Key question: What a holiday and a working day are like for Roma people in Bulgaria?
The holiday: ………………………………………………….
A.
- an offering is made� to
��� honour
������� the
���������
saint – this is the first male lamb that has been born in
the current year;
- a wreath of fresh flowers with a lit candle stuck to it is put on the head of the lamb;
- 	the lamb is given some salt to lick – a symbol of repletion����������������
and
���������������
fertility; the
�����������������������
lamb is also given
some fresh grass to eat – a symbol of health and youth for people and lush pastures�����
for
���� the
����
domestic animals;
- 	the blood of the animal is thrown into a river – “for the fertility to flow into the house” or
onto an ant colony – “for
����� the
����������
sheep to
��������������������
breed������������
like ants”;
�����������
- on the Eve before …………….. Day, a candle is lit at the door of the house, a sprig of nettle
or of hawthorn��������������������
�������������������
is put in front of the
���������
door;
- everybody rolls in the dew – this is believed to bring good health or they wash their faces
with dew;
- 	the holiday bread is called ‘‘ovcharnik”, “koshara”, “bogovitsa”, …………….., “harman”,
“kravai”, “kuvasnik”. It is made by a young girl or a young bride with freshly poured flowery
water, accompanied by ritual singing. For the shepherds, the cowherds and the������������
�����������
goatherds,
they make kravaicheta*;
- on the spot where the sheep is milked, an egg dyed in red is buried in the ground;
- 	the lamb and the bread are sanctified�����������
at church;
����������
- young people tie swings����
on
��� the
���� trees
������ – otherwise they will have bad luck – dragons, samodivi** and, in general, all kinds of evil spirits will meet them in the summer.
B.
…………….. is the most important holiday of …………….. people in Bulgaria. It is celebrated by
all …………….. groups, including those who are Muslims. […]
The most important part of the holiday preparation is the act of buying a lamb. It is widely believed that the lamb, meant for an offering��, ����
has ���������
to spend �������������
the night at ����
the ������
house. […] Then the
gates are decorated with branches in blossom – usually beech or willow – and the head of the
animal is decorated with a wreath and a candle and then they are censed “for good health.”
Some groups of …………….. people pick a sprig of nettle – for each member of the family – and
leave the branches hanging on the roof. Later, according to the fading of the nettle, they predict�
what the year will be like for each person in turn – merry or sad. Other groups practice ritual
cleansing – they bathe in water full of herbs and plants. […]
Before killing the lamb, it is decorated. On its head, people put a wreath of gergyovche***,
wheat, geranium and spring flowers or branches in blossom and willow (Zlataritsa and Lyaskovets regions). They put one or two candles on the wreath and light them before killing the lamb.
[…] Before killing it, they give it some salt to lick. According to how much the licked salt is,
people predict how fertile the coming year will be. […] After killing the lamb, its blood is gathered
and thrown into the river - to provide “luck for people all the year round”. The lamb is not cut
into pieces but baked whole on a cheverme**** or in a baking tin in the oven; its insides are also
baked.
In the middle of …………….. holiday table, they put the lamb decorating it richly. The first reddyed egg from Easter is preserved and now put in the mouth of the lamb. Also in its mouth, they
put a slice of bread, and a banknote. Next to the lamb, they put some fresh garlic – against evil
eyes and for good health.������������������
�����������������
It is obligatory ������������������������
to put some red wine on �����
table – it symbolises “the blood
of Jesus”.
Before the dinner (eaten in the middle of day) begins, they cense the table. The oldest family
members – the head of the house and his wife – take the ritual bread, cut out a cross in it and pour
wine at the four ends of the cross; after that they break the kolak***** into two and everybody
kisses the two parts of the bread; then these too parts are cut into two and everybody kisses the new
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pieces of bread. Then the head of the family takes a candle, says a prayer and puts out the candle
by putting it three times in the throat of the wine bottle. It is then that dinner can start.
The holiday can be accompanied by other rituals, e.g. bathing and tying swings, “singing to the
rings”.
*
**

Special small bread roll usually made at traditional holidays.
Beautiful female forest spirits. They lure unsuspecting men and although extremely beautiful they are
also believed to be dangerous.
*** A spring flower blooming at around St George’s Day (May 6th)
**** Usually a whole animal is put on a special skewer and is barbecued.
***** One of the names of the ritual bread.

Task 1:
A) Work in four groups. In your groups, discuss the descriptions of the holiday. In your notebooks, note
down
a) the similarities and differences compared with your own knowledge of the holiday 		
and or traditions related to it;
b) the elements of the description which help you to identify the holiday.
B) Complete the text with the name of the holiday and reach an agreement regarding what exactly the
missing information is.
C) Discuss the reasons for the intertwining of traditions across different ethnic groups.
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Lots of people had started complaining with Roma people. They were into some mischief all the
time – they lied, stole other people’s possessions, plundered, and did not observe any laws. Then
the King decided to wipe out these mischievous people and to protect his subjects from them.
The King had a three-headed dragon, which once fed with a human, ate all people of his kind
until its hunger was satiated.
[…] The dragon was released. It flew directly to the Roma people. It did not pick the wrong-doers
but killed everybody – men, women, children and old people. Lots of blood was shed and the
screams of these unfortunate people went far and up.
Thus this desperate plea reached God’s ears.
- Lord! This evil King does not know what he is doing! Aren’t we your creatures too – poor,
shabby, hungry, with no home and no land? Please, forgive, Lord, those who did wrong for the
sake of those who are hard-working – blacksmiths, basket makers, kalaidzhii* and
���������������
musicians.
Stop the dragon, Lord! Who then will nail the shoes into horses’ hoofs – horses which carry the
heavy load of the world?! Who then will make the baking tins shine to make the bread baked in
them holly?! And who then will make people’s hearts open so that you can come into them?!
Stop the dragon, Lord! The world will become a desolate place without us!
The Lord listened to these desperate cries and sent St. George to kill the dragon. Thus, the Roma
tribe was saved from this awful lot.
* Tinsmiths

Nunev, J., Roma Fairy Tales. C., 2000

Task 2:
A) In the text, identify and underline the words used by the Roma people to characterise themselves.
B) Provide arguments explaining Lord’s decision to save the Roma people from destruction.

Doc. 3. My Roma people
I have read a lot about the history of the Roma people. I know they were katunari* and good
craftsmen – kalaidzhii, basket makers, kopanari** and what not. However, I do not know much
about the roots of my ancestors except the fact that they started from India.
I remember my grandfather making baskets in the summer, sitting under a thick tree shade while
my grandmother was picking herbs. They did not work during the winter. I have no clue what
they got on by. What I do know, however, is that my Roma people value strong horses and – not
less – beautiful women. Grandpa used to say that “a woman and a horse are the most beautiful
creatures on earth”. The women from our tribe dance with mastery and passion. Sometimes they
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Doc. 2. A Legend about St George

read people’s palms or coffee-cups and they can even predict a person’s future up to a point.
The Roma – my people – are very rich at heart. We have our own rules and even a separate
value system, which does not always go in unison with the widely accepted one and thus is
often not fully understood. In our community, there are Christians (Dassikane Roma) and Muslims (Khorokhane�������������������������������������
������������������������������������
Roma). Recently, some of our people �������������������������
have started identifying ��������������
themselves as
Catholics, Evangelists or Protestants, but this does not change our customs, rites and rituals in
the least.
Today, the more intelligent among us are teachers (like me), doctors, engineers. Our people
often use us as a reason to boast or to set an example to the young. However, they do not feel us
as part of the community any more. Still, we have a common road…
*
**
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Nomads
Roma people who������������������������������������
 �����������������������������������
make�������������������������������
 ������������������������������
wooden������������������������
 �����������������������
bowls������������������
 �����������������
out��������������
 �������������
of�����������
 ����������
red willow
Rumen Andreev – primary teacher at 162 Otets Paisiy Primary School, Sofia

The different groups of the Roma ethnos differ in their social well-being. The Turkish- speaking
musicians, basket-makers, baychari, kaldarashi* are clean and better-off than the rest of the
Roma groups materially. The Lachovi** Roma people are the most poor; they live under the
worst economic conditions. Their houses are small, dirty; some of them have no windows. They
mainly live on welfare, on begging, theft or scavenging garbage. Education is not among their
priorities. It is still common for them to have three, four or even more children.
Unlike the latter, the rest of the Roma groups are more exacting towards both themselves and
society. They have the ambition to study, to go to work, but lots of their traditions stand in their way
to doing so. The Turkish-speaking Roma people have difficulty coping with Bulgarian language
and Literature lessons. Unlike them, the rest of the Roma groups manage better because they
know Bulgarian. Girls drop off school earlier while boys are motivated to continue their studies in
order to qualify for a driving license.
At school, we give them an opportunity to demonstrate their talents for music and dancing. For
five years now, our school has had the dance group “Alabina” – I am in charge of it; we prepare
dances with ethno elements. The group takes part in different holidays of the city, of the Roma
living quarter “Nadezhda”. We do all this in order to make our school more attractive and to
include more students of Roma ethnic origin.
*
or Lovara��: ”�������������������
��������������������
Austrian�����������
 ����������
Gypsies���”, “��������������������
���������������������
Hungarian�����������
 ����������
Gypsies���”, “�����������������
������������������
Serbian����������
 ���������
Gypsies��” – ��������������������������������������
�� the�����������������������������������
��������������������������������������
 ����������������������������������
richest���������������������������
 ��������������������������
and�����������������������
 ����������������������
advanced��������������
 �������������
Gypsies������
 �����
that�
have����������������������������������
 ���������������������������������
a��������������������������������
 �������������������������������
specific�����������������������
 ����������������������
operative�������������
 ������������
body��������
 �������
called� “���������
����������
Meshere��” /��������������
���������������
Romany court��/ - ���������
�� Orthodox Christians.
��������� �����������
** Or Vlakhorya� – ��������
�� sieve���
��������
-, ���������
spindle��
���������- ������������������
and���������������
������������������
 ��������������
spoon���������
-��������
makers��: ����������������������������������������
they
����������������������������������������
are Muslims������������������������
 �����������������������
in���������������������
 ��������������������
Northeast�����������
 ����������
Bulgaria��, ����
and Christians
���� ��������������
in
South Bulgaria��, ����������������������������������
Evangelists
����������������������������������
in Northwest Bulgaria�;
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Mariana Georgieva-Rats – primary teacher, 4th Bratya Miladinovi Primary School, Sliven

Task 3:
A) Work in pairs. Each of you, study Doc. 3 and Doc. 4 on your own. Determine what the author’s
points of view have in common and what they differ in.
B) List the factors, which influence the life of the Roma people according to the respective document
and compare your conclusions.
C) Discuss the prospects in front of the students who are taught by the authors of Doc. 3 and Doc. 4.
D) Choose a sentence or a phrase from the texts which can be used as their title.
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Doc. 4. The Roma Community in Sliven
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Doc. 5. “This is how we live.”

Palm reader from the kaldarashi Roma in the
centre of Sofia, 1995

A family of bakardzhii* dining at their home, 1995
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Kalaydzhii from the Thracian region wandering
around Ruse district, 1994
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Basket makers from the region of Gotse Delchev, 1992

* coppersmiths

A house in the village of Kozyak, the region of Dulovo,
the 1990s

36
Гледачка „калдарашка“
в центъра на София, 1995 г.

Кошничари
�����������������������������������
от Гоцеделчевско, 1992 г.
Establishing the Euro-Roma National Association, Sofia, 1998

The photos have been provided by Mrs Dimka Nedelcheva, head teacher of Otets Paisii Primary School, the
village of Pisarevo.

Task 4:
Look at the photos in Doc. 5. Discuss to what extent the conclusions you made while working with the
previous documents correspond to the information you obtain from the images.
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The home of a Roma family identifying themselves as Turks, the village of Pisarevo,
Veliko Tarnovo region
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Doc. 6. International acknowledgement
What sin are you paying for, Roma?
Did you put your hand in God’s pocket
Or did you spill nectar all over his clothes,
Drawing out of it, then, lice and scabies…
Ibrahim, S. A serpent’s tear – Litforum newspaper, 1993.
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Task 5:
A) Discuss what Doc. 6 adds to your image of Roma people in Bulgaria.
B) Discuss whether knowing others’ life better can lead to solving their problems positively.
C) Formulate Sali Ibrahim’s life philosophy as far as Roma people are concerned.

Summary question: What are the messages in Sali Ibrahim’s thought that “there is nothing worse than a human not accepting another human while we are all God’s children”?
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In 2002, Mrs Sali Ibrahim was awarded first prize for poetry written in Roma language and a medal presented by the President of
the Republic of Italy.

